TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #373

SEC. 8
S. E. DLC. #

HISTORICAL:

Brk 53 Pages 78, 456-460
Brk 4 Page 91

MAP B-30 by W. E. Anderson 1931
MAP A-535 by W. E. Anderson 1952
MAP A-1036 by J. A. Cantlin 1963
MAP A-1135 & A-1131 by J. A. Cantlin

FOUND:

Condition: Fair to Rusting

1/4" Iron Pipe plus 3" below Road Surface
Iron Pipe was plugged & tacked

Good

Concrete Man. N42°52'0" E 40 87

Good

Tele Pole 162 S32°11'0" E 35 79

COMMENTS: Spruce Tree used in 1952 is now gone (April 1970)

REWITNESS

1 Set 2" Iron Pipe 24" long with 3" Brass Cap in Conc. & Tile

20 feet

* 96 * Hat Section E. EAST 178 feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

* Power Pole SP-3 N22°W 3645

COMMENTS: Placed yellow bearing tag on Tele Pole number 162.
Brass Cap is 12" below Road Surface.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur Roger Kipple George Arrey

DATE: 4/20/70 PHOTO#: 1

* = County corner tag affixed.

TITLE: GWU